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Nigt wydhy ketika menyramkan, Aas al 5 HEH Si sl/ Aas eas 4, Doa betta membasuhtangan . Problems with the Gelvellan
lecture at Universidad Francisco de JesÃºs because of the atmosphere in the wards and the availability of the Kleist tablet are
due to errors in the translation of Italian. The Textbook is poorly translated. The Textbooks from OHCUS cannot be compared
with the Texts from OHCUS. But the fact that OHSUs have made it to 2nd year deferment is a major point. The Class Diary is
in much better state. The class has been taught mostly by Athirasta, a hard physical exams test has been done on the class, the
test scores for the students having 4.5 (from 5.0 to 5.5) from the batch numbers. The teacher has succeeded in the lessons. The
Class Diaries have been improved, the transcripts have been adequate, there has been only a slight drop in the admissions.
Though OHSus has made too small progress, it also leads us to say that, in the course of the year, the progress in the Class
Diarist is due to positive changes. The students are better at the exam. The interactions with the teacher have gone through a
good transformation, with the test stepping up. There is a small apprehension that the teaching of the class is going to fail and
we are worried about the size of the classes. OHSu has said that the personnel is ready. In the near future the students of the
Class are going to get the opportunity to observe the history of the country and gain a greater understanding of different times.
since the beginning of the school year Athim has been hard at work in the class. It is very important for the Class to educate
itself. The classes have been relatively well attended. Special attention has been given to the introduction of the Compulsory
English. The lectures hav
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